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Are you frustrated by your off-shore or near shore App Dev partner? 
We listen to our customers talk passionately on this topic. 

Have you heard the phrase, “Just what we asked for but not what we 
needed!”? One customer complained about the working hours not 
being the same when he needs the help. Another criticism is the lack 
of understanding of the business processes.  Unfortunately, too 
often we hear about language barriers. Yes, but can you beat the 
rate? 

What if we could match on-shore productivity with off-shore value?  

We have been thinking of ways to deliver remote, on-shore 
application development to our customers. And we have made a 
breakthrough. 

One of our customers is looking at re-engineering their ABAP while 
migrating to S/4 HANA. We proposed our solution for providing 
remote, on-shore app dev that rivals off-shore. 

“So your resources are US based?” 

Yes, our resources reside in the United States and work during your 
business hours when your teams are working. 

“Are they familiar with the way we do business?” 

Yes, we are finding some very talented workers that with some 
additional training and experience understand the business 
practices and technology that our customers want. 

“And there are no language barriers when we speak by phone?”  

Yes, we ensure that all of our remote team members can 
communicate well, both verbal and written, with your project and 
team members. Many customers find that communication is the 
number one reason for inefficiency in the off-shore model.  While the 
rate may be lower, the actual time to get the work completed takes 
two or three times longer than on-shore developers. 

“Your rates are comparable to off-shore models?” 

We prefer to think of it as our value exceeds what you get from 
off-shore models. Our blended teams consist of senior level 
developers and analysts and less experienced consultants that 
together deliver the quality you want in the timeframe you need. 

“What is the catch?”  

Sorry, there is no catch. We are doing business the way our 
customers want it! While our model is not for everyone, we can 
customize our remote, on-shore model for most customers’ 
requirements. 

Are you frustrated by the results that you get from your off-shore 
development partner? I would like to share how Titan can deliver 
on-shore comparable to your off-shore provider. You can contact me, 
Mark Vasinda, mvasinda@titanconsulting.net, 972.977.3100; or your 
Titan Consulting Director.   

- Mark Vasinda

On-Shore SAP Application Development
BEATING OFF-SHORE PROVIDERS

http://www.linkedin.com/company/titan-consulting?trk=top_nav_home
https://www.youtube.com/user/titanconsulting
http://www.titanconsulting.net
https://www.facebook.com/SAPtitanconsulting
https://twitter.com/TitanSAP
mailto:mvasinda@titanconsulting.net
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Did you know that 35 to 40% of cyber-security breaches occur 
behind your firewall? The media likes to talk about the breaches that 
occur outside your network. The biggest threat is still internal; 
employees and partners who have access to sensitive data; 
customers, vendors, revenue, contact lists, and of course the ability 
to create or change bank account information.   

How do you prevent this? 

SOX compliance focuses on user roles. Segregation of Duties (SoD) 
prevents a single employee from perpetrating and covering errors or 
fraud on a single process such as vendor invoice payments.

But employees change jobs and roles. Over a 5-7 year period an 
employee could have three or four different job titles and 
corresponding user roles. Diligence is required as roles get added, 
existing roles reviewed and removed if not needed or violate SoD or 
governance rules. 

Security reviews are always on the back burner, but that security 
review just might save the company from competitors when that 
employee leaves, removing security access they don’t need.  SAP 
offers numerous user role reports that show if someone has not  
used a transaction in the past 6 months.  

Lack of understanding around roles and SoD drives many mistakes. 
When performing a review or audit, communicate with the 

“The Brain Treatment Center helped me to greatly reduce the symptoms of 
PTS, and I am now able to live my life in the way that was intended; happy, 
healthy, and fulfilling.”

They have served us, and this is how Boot Campaign serves our 
veterans!

Many veterans have served in Iraq or Afghanistan and suffer from PTS 
symptoms. It affects the soldiers, their families, and friends.  

Inspired after reading “Lone Survivor,” Boot Campaign was founded by 
5 Texas women; the Original Boot Girls. They wanted to walk in soldiers’ 
shoes and honor men and woman who serve and protect our freedom. 

Buy combat boots and step into the shoes of heroes. 

What started as a fun photo op, the Original Boot Girls turned The Boot 
Campaign into a national movement contributing annually more than 
$2M into the military community. 

The Boot Campaign embraces three pillars: Awareness, Patriotism, and 
Assistance.  
	 •	Boot	Campaign	shares	both	the	challenges	faced	in	the	armed	 
  forces community and the inspiring stories of triumph from which  
  we can all find hope and encouragement.

	 •	Wearing	combat	boots	is	a	visible,	unique	way	to	show	patriotism,	 
  gratitude, and support for service members and veterans.

	 •	ReBOOT	is	our	primary	campaign	to	show	how	we	honor	those	 
  that serve and walk in their boots. It provides a comprehensive, 

individualized, multi-disciplined approach to increasing mental and 
physical well-being for our nation’s veterans.
 
Results	from	
Post-Traumatic 
Stress, such as 
anger, depression, 
hyper-vigilance, 
and anxiety, drives 
soldiers to isolate 
themselves from 
family and friends. 
Assistance is 
provided when 
and where needed 
and supports veterans to get back to normal, healthy, happy, 
productive lives.

More than 80% of every dollar raised through our retail operations and 
donations funds their mission. On the retail site, you can buy more 
than just combat boots from all branches of the military. We  also have 
jerseys, T-shirts, paracord bracelets and more:  CLICK	HERE	to	SHOP 
http://shop.bootcampaign.org/

Titan Consulting sponsored a local tournament baseball team and proudly 
wore	Boot	Campaigns	“PATRIOTISM”	camo	jersey	for	their	tournaments.	
The coaches wore Boot Campaign T-shirts, jerseys and boots.  

 When saying “Thank You!” is not enough, walk in their boots!  The 
video on the website is excellent; “watch it!”   
http://www.bootcampaign.com/

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4...
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SAP has an excellent product line for generating and interpreting 
analytics data from any module. But for those customers that have 
not yet implemented the SAP analytics modules, there is a low cost 
alternative in the form of Google Analytics.

“Built to last companies” need analytics. But, you don’t wake up one 
day and anoint yourself as a Level 5, top percentile, analytics company. 

How can you use Google Analytics with SAP?  

One of our clients, a more mature analytics company, uses Google 
Analytics (GA) to measure and monitor adoption success of their Fiori 
roll out. For years, GA was available in the Enterprise Portal to 
produce	the	Portal	Activity	Report.	It	tracks	users	activities;	views,	
sites and time spent on a site. 

One main advantage of Google Analytics is that it is free! Here is what 
you get with the free account:
	 •	Up	to	100	sub-accounts	for	separate	analytics	scenarios.
	 •	Up	to	50	Properties per sub-account – a Property is a container for
  tracking all analytics data for a given scenario. Each Property is
  assigned a unique Tracking ID.
	 •	Track	Views,	Dimensions	i.e.	GL	Accounts,	Customers,	 
       and Segments. 

GA also has pre-delivered content consisting of ready-to-use 
dimensions, reports, and KPI’s presented within a Dashboard.  You 
can create your own custom reports and dashboards as well.

Interfacing with SAP

Titan Software has created a framework that makes it easy to send 
Google Analytics data from any SAP module-both from web-based 
components such as Fiori / UI5 applications and SAPGui-based ABAP 
modules.

For the Fiori / UI5 modules, the apps are extended using the SAP Web 
IDE. The boiler-plate JavaScript is placed in the extension of the main 
controller. Subsequent data collection and transmission is done in 

extensions to other lower level controllers.

For the ABAP-based data collection, data is collected using user  
exits / BAdI’s / enhancements and transmitted using a web service.

Titan Google Analytics Framework

The core for this interface is the Titan framework which consists of:
	 •	Google	Analytics	support	class	that:
	 	 	 •	Determines	the	correct	Tracking ID for customer-defined 
    application types and system landscape component  
     (Dev / QA / Production);
	 	 	 •	Defines	the	required	attributes	for	web	service	 
    transmission of ABAP-based analytics data;
	 	 	 •	Web	service	method	to	send	analytics	data	from	ABAP-based 
    modules.
	 •	Parameter	table	and	maintenance	view	for	customer-defined	 
  application types;
	 •	Parameter	table	and	maintenance	view	for	linking	application	 
  types to Tracking ID.
	 •	NetWeaver	Gateway	service	to	provide	the	Google	Analytics	 
  credentials to Fiori / UI5 components.

The next phase of our clients GA Journey consists of presenting 
business content in their Dashboards. We will extend the GA 
capabilities to other cloud and on-premise applications to connect 
the business data. 

Time to results with Google Analytics using the Titan Framework is 
easy and straightforward. Our client is using an existing SAP Web 
Application Server (6.40 or later) for ABAP-based analytics. For Web or 
Fiori Analytics, any Fiori / UI5 system is sufficient.

Google Analytics is a free and easy way to begin or enhance your 
analytics platform. Our client is allowing us to distribute information 
on how they use GA. Contact me, Dorian Salmon at 214.912.4423 or 
dorian@titanconsulting.net or go to our web site and review our  
Titan Software products.   

Using Google Analytics 
with SAP

http://www.titanconsulting.net
http://qmnservices.com
mailto:dorian%40titanconsulting.net?subject=
http://www.titanconsulting.net
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SAPinsight Conference
November 9-11, 2016 
Kay Bailey Hutchinson 
Convention Center 
Dallas, Texas

ASUG All Texas  
Chapter Meeting
November 11, 2016 
Kay Bailey Hutchinson 
Convention Center 
Dallas, Texas

ASUG Texas Central  
Chapter Meeting
August 26, 2016 
TCEA Conference Center 
Austin, Texas

SAP TechEd 
September 19-23, 2016
Booth #212 
Venetian/Palazzo 
Congress Center 
Las Vegas, Nevada

ASUG Houston  
Chapter Meeting
October 6, 2016 
TBD 
The Woodlands, Texas

responsible managers of the business; the manger knows what 
their employees need to perform their jobs. 

On-boarding new employees is another area of risk. New 
employees	are	routinely	given	a	PC	with	view	access.		While	HR	is	
locked down, do you restrict vendors, customers, or do they really 
need visibility of cash receipts, product equipment masters, and 
other confidential data?  

Outside the firewall

Are Fiori and other mobile apps forcing you to rethink your security 
approach? SAP has historically been inside the firewall. Protect your 
network, and you protect SAP.  There are many products on the 
market to keep the network safe, but all the connections to other 
devices and applications causes concern and exposes risk. 

Now, protecting the network is not enough; you must review and 
monitor the connections to the cloud, partners, 3rd party 
applications, and possibly more. There are tools to do this, but at 
the end of the day the connections need to be monitored with 
reports and notifications for activity that is outside the norm.  

Education on security may be your biggest breach. Do you have a 
Security and Education Policy that the company follows?  The 
security policy ensures that user roles are routinely and randomly 
reviewed. 

Do your employees know what to do in the event of a stolen 
phone, tablet or laptop? The education is needed to insure that 
managers are kept up to date on what is a threat, how is it 
perpetrated, and what is being done to mitigate the threat.  

If you have gone mobile and have applications, do your employees 
with these apps have access to sensitive data?  If so, can you 

remotely wipe that phone, or tablet? We have all heard about the 
PC that goes missing with SS numbers, etc., but what about a 
phone with access to your sales data.  

SAP has their own security patches that are updated and issued 
routinely.  So in your security policy what is your routine for 
applying these patches?  If you have many systems then it is most 
likely quarterly, but if you have an ECC and BI, then we would 
recommend monthly. Above all else always apply urgent security 
notes monthly.  Keep in mind even security programs like Snote has 
patches so always be monitoring SAP security notes on a daily 
basis, just take a quick look to see if there is anything new for your 
systems.  Even the SAP download manager has had some security 
notes that need to be applied.  

SAP has multiple reports and tools to help with security, but they 
also have a product to monitor the systems for threats called 
Enterprise Threat Detection (ETD).  ETD is now on the second 
release with expanded functionality.  ETD allows for real time 
monitoring of all the systems including HANA along with non-SAP 
systems.  ETD is a complete product and this HANA article won’t go 
into the specifics, but in a nut shell ETD will flag activity that is 
outside the norm of your systems allowing your technical analysts 
to investigate what is causing the abnormal activity.  

Hope this helps in getting your SAP systems more prepared for the 
attacks that will be coming and that you are ready to proactively 
work to limit your exposure.  Titan Consulting is here to help advise 
and secure your systems. We are just a phone call away, contact me, 
David Geaslen at 832.422.3251, or david@titanconsulting.net or 
your Titan Sales Director. 
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